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This note offers a commentary accompanied by the
clarification of quantitative demonstrations regarding el-
ementary architectures and stopping rules. We are con-
cerned only with the prototypically elementary architec-
tures of serial (one-at-a-time) versus parallel (simultaneous)
type. Stopping rule refers to the issue of whether search
can cease on trials when a target is present as soon as it
is located. These issues will be further elaborated below.
It has been observed that the theoretical obstacles associ-
ated with experimental determination of architecture and
stopping rule are to be found in much inference regard-
ing psychological mechanisms in the literature. The im-
portance of mathematical research in establishing where
models can and cannot be distinguished is underlined by
a contrast of the situation with architecture versus that
with stopping rule. In the situation of architecture, quan-
titative results showed that the method of varying the load
(search set size, n) and measuring response time (RT)
does not by itself lead to clear empirical distinctions of
serial versus parallel processing. Mathematical work has
further substantiated alternative methods of attaining this
end. On the other hand, comparable quantitative results
have revealed that the varying of n (i.e., the same exper-
imental variation that is weak regarding architecture) and
the study of such dependent variables as RT slopes and
position effects does strongly discriminate stopping rules.
The latter situation will be discussed later in the paper.

Donnelly, Found, and Müller (1999), in an interesting
study of visual search for impossible objects, are in dan-
ger of extending logical errors typically made with re-

gard to mean RTs to RT variances. In five experiments,
they investigated the extent to which form (shape) and
metric attributes (three-dimensional orientation) are pro-
cessed in early vision. Both types of attributes were de-
fined by relations between line elements. The time honored
tack of varying the number of items in the visual display
and recording the RTs was implemented (e.g., Atkinson,
Holmgren, & Juola, 1969; Egeth, 1966). It was concluded
from the pattern of RTs that search for an abstract prop-
erty, in this case, whether the form constituted a real or
impossible object, was slow and serial. In contrast, the au-
thors argued from their results that search for orientation
(see, e.g., Enns & Rensink, 1990) was parallel, although
probably of limited capacity.

This note is in no way an attack on that particular paper.
In fact, these authors (i.e., Donnelly et al., 1999) are aware
of the difficulties in distinguishing parallel versus serial
models, and the general theoretical and experimental tac-
tics appear generally suitable to this author. There were
also a number of aspects of the study unrelated to the pres-
ent issue. Nevertheless, some of the central conclusions
were affected by this problem, and, since this type of pre-
dicament continues to appear in the experimental litera-
ture, it seems worthwhile to clarify the situation in the
present specific instance. This note attempts to consti-
tute more than an admonition, since some new results
and techniques pertinent to the use of variances of RT are
brought to light. Also, the specific message is part of a
general caution that is relevant to psychological research
in general.

One of the logical causes of difficulty in the present
investigation concerns a wide-spread, but not inevitable
obstacle, in psychological research. That obstacle is the
inclination to assess the predictions of a particular model
or theory that possesses a certain property and then to
proceed to act as though every model that retains that
property makes the same predictions. Over the past sev-
eral decades, there has been a mountain of research on
parallel and serial processing that makes that logical
error, despite (as Donnelly et al., 1999, note with regard
to the slopes of mean RT), repeated attempts to correct it
(e.g., Atkinson et al., 1969; Murdock, 1971; Townsend,
1971, 1990b; Townsend & Ashby, 1983, Chapters 4, 6,
and 7). Unfortunately, the mistake does not become less
harmful to scientific progress simply because it contin-
ues to be made across generations.

Let us be clear that, if all serial models predicted in-
creasing linear RT functions and no parallel models could
make that prediction, using that characteristic to test par-
allel versus serial processing would provide correct in-
ferences. This is not the case: Quite specific predictions
that distinguish only very special cases of parallel versus
serial models are used over and over by investigators to
claim the generic serial or parallel results—this is simply
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wrong. It would be logically correct, if not quite so in-
teresting, to make the restricted claim that the very spe-
cific models (only) were distinguished, but this is virtu-
ally never done. Moreover, although this kind of error is
perhaps most salient in the arena of simple mental ar-
chitectures, it appears to be quite ubiquitous in psycho-
logical research in general.

Sternberg’s (1966) seminal study concluded that in-
creasing, relatively straight line mean RT functions (of n)
are compatible with serial processing but not parallel
processing. However, the falsified parallel models were
confined to what we would now call the class of unlim-
ited capacity, independent parallel models. Furthermore,
almost all subsequent studies have leaped to the much
stronger and unfounded deduction that increasing straight
lines imply serial processing and nothing else.

An even more egregious inference has been that only
flat RT functions of n are predicted by parallel models.
Even in his 1966 study, Sternberg recognized that with
an exhaustive (all items processed) stopping rule, paral-
lel models whose individual processing times possessed
nonzero variances typically would not predict flat RT func-
tions. Furthermore, the mimicking pitfall is not at all
confined to those particular examples (i.e., straight line
predictions by serial, flat functions by parallel) of serial
or parallel models. In fact, it has been known for many
years that, in the absence of specially constructed para-
digms, exact mimicking of serial models by parallel mod-
els of any variety, and vice versa, pose a significant di-
lemma (e.g., Atkinson et al., 1969; Luce, 1986; Murdock,
1971; Townsend, 1969; 1976a, 1976b; Vorberg, 1977).
In addition, a rule-of-thumb criterion for seriality, mean
RT slopes of greater than 10 msec, has been shown to be
seriously problematic (Wolfe, 1998).

Among promising approaches for experimental deter-
mination of architecture (Townsend, 1990b) are those
based on factorial strategies (e.g., for factorial approaches,
see Schweickert, 1978; Schweickert & Townsend, 1989;
Sternberg, 1998; Townsend, 1984; for other tests see,
e.g., Ashby, Tein, &Balakrishnan, 1993; Neufeld & Mc-
Carty, 1994; Snodgrass & Townsend, 1980; Townsend,
1976b). Interestingly, the magnitude of mean interaction
contrast, a key statistic for discriminating serial from par-
allel processes, is sometimes a function of the individual
item processing time variances (Egeth & Dagenbach,
1991; Townsend & Diederich, 1996).

A valid strategy in attempting to narrow the body of
explanatory theory for natural phenomena is to increase
the set of dependent variables under scrutiny. In the pres-
ent study, the authors take the admirable step of bringing
in standard deviations of RT, rather than only means, to
increase the weight of evidence, hopefully converging on
a conclusion. Nevertheless, it is critical not to carry the
old logical error into the new milieu. Even though vari-
ances or standard deviations can help to reduce the set of
candidate models, the general mimicking theorems show-
ing equivalence between large classes of serial and par-
allel models immediately imply that any statistic (mean,
standard deviation, etc.) will be identical for mutually

mimicking models. We now turn to considering trouble
spots for variance (equivalently, standard deviation) pre-
dictions with regard to architecture and, in particular, in
relation to the Donnelly et al. (1999) study, discuss some
interesting facets of variances in standard kinds of par-
allel models and exhibit ways of setting up equations to
study the behavior of variances in parallel models. Al-
though the stopping rule concept played a role in the tar-
get study on architecture, its determination was not the
main goal. A final section outlines the more positive con-
clusions stemming from mathematical results regarding
the stopping rule issue when employing the traditional
RT measures and varying the load n, in contrast to the
problematical situation for architecture.

Response Time Variances and Architecture
Donnelly et al. (1999) found relatively sizeable mean

RT slopes as display size varied, with both impossible and
possible figures, although the former were, to be sure, of
truly impressive magnitude. In certain conditions, there
were target-absent versus target-present mean RT slope
differences that were related by the authors to stopping
rule. As noted earlier, the stopping rule refers to the issue
of whether search can cease when a target is located
(self-termination) or always continues until all the items
in the search set have been checked (exhaustive process-
ing). In experiments with high accuracy, it is assumed that
target-absent trials are always accompanied by exhaus-
tive processing since all the items must be checked before
a correct response can be made. The authors realized that,
although the striking difference between search slopes for
impossible versus possible figures could be due to dis-
tinct architectures (serial vs. parallel), in principle, it
could be caused by differences in capacity limitations
per se. In fact, a parallel model, the sum of whose pro-
cessing rates is always the same regardless of load (i.e.,
f ixed capacity over display size here) and across all
stages of processing (due to reallocation of capacity of
finished items to uncompleted items), makes identical
predictions to the serial model (e.g., Townsend, 1971).

Thus, they (Donnelly et al., 1999) turned to potential
predictive dissimilarities for standard deviations to dis-
criminate parallel versus serial processing. In particular,
they discovered that, although standard deviations in-
creased more on target-present trials than on target-absent
trials in the impossible searches, target-present or target-
absent standard deviations increased about the same
amount across display size on impossible figure searches
(e.g., pp. 678-679). The subsequent inference was that
search for orientation could be limited capacity parallel,
whereas search for impossible figures takes place “cer-
tainly via a serial self-terminating search” (p. 689). I would
agree that the search for impossible figures is very lim-
ited capacity, but the deductions regarding serial versus
parallel processing should be adjudged premature.

The conclusions in the target paper (Donnelly et al.,
1999) then are based partly, but centrally, on the concept
that: (1) Serial self-terminating models predict faster in-
creasing positive (target-present) RT-variance functions
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(of load) than do negative (target-absent) RT-variance
functions. (2) Limited capacity parallel models predict
equally increasing positive and negative RT-variance
functions (p. 679).

Returning to the former authors’ primary interest of
assessing the process architecture (serial vs. parallel),
consider the first claim above that serial self-terminating
models predict a faster increase on target-present than
on target-absent trials. It is true that there exist serial
models that make that prediction and in fact the so-called
standard serial model does (Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977;
Townsend & Ashby, 1983).1 Nevertheless, it is possible
to construct serial models that do not make that predic-
tion, and therefore it would be incorrect to infer that se-
rial self-terminating models must make that prediction.

More critically, the second claim that limited capacity
parallel models must predict equally increasing standard
deviations is seriously flawed. As Townsend and Ashby
(1983, pp. 199–201) state, limited-capacity parallel mod-
els are capable of predicting a wide variety of variance re-
lationships across stopping rules. In fact, any limited-
capacity parallel model that is equivalent to a serial model
that makes the present unequal variance-slope predictions
must predict exactly the same variance characteristics.

For instance, consider the serial model with constant
exponential processing rate u and some distribution on
processing paths through the items. Then, this standard
type of serial model assumes that each match time is dis-
tributed with theoretical frequency function (i.e., proba-
bility density) Ue[2Ut], with individual mean times of
1/U. The exhaustive mean RT prediction is then simply
n/U, and the self-terminating prediction is (n + 1)/(2U).
This model further makes the unequal variance-slope
predictions for exhaustive versus self-terminating trials
cited by Donnelly et al. (1999; see, Schneider & Shiffrin,
1977; Townsend & Ashby, 1983, pp. 192–201).

However, the classic fixed-capacity parallel model with
reallocation mentioned earlier (e.g., Townsend, 1971;
Townsend & Ashby, 1983, pp. 88–89) with rates that cap-
ture the path distribution is mathematically equivalent to
this serial model and therefore also makes the identical
variance prediction. These facts suggest that variance too
does not necessarily decide between architectures, with-
out ancillary assumptions, any more than do the means.

We next illustrate the variety of variance predictions
possible in parallel processing. A functional equation is
offered that, if satisfied, does predict the relation between
positive and negative trial standard deviations posited by
Donnelly et al. (1999). Then, issues regarding generic
predictions of parallel models are considered.

One interesting class of parallel models that do not
conform to the authors’ predictions has the property that
the variance for negative trials increases considerably
faster than that for positive trials. Thus, consider a par-
allel model with stochastically independent, exponential
processing on the items, with rate V(n) on all items, where
V(n) may be a function of load, n. This model is interest-
ing because an intriguing qualitative contrast of self-

terminating versus exhaustive processing variances does
not depend on whether the system is limited, unlimited,
or super capacity—that is, whether V(n) decreases, is
constant, or increases as a function of load, n. The self-
terminating variance is shown in Equation 1 and the ex-
haustive variance in Equation 2.

(1)

and

(2)

It may be noted that we purposely dispensed with the
residual time (i.e., durations stemming from outside the
search process of interest) random variable here because
it plays no role of interest.

The self-terminating variance prediction in Equation 1
derives from the fact that, in parallel processing, the prob-
ability distribution for the self-terminating time of the
target comparison is just the marginal individual distrib-
ution for that particular item. Since all the items in this
model are processed independently, with identical dis-
tributions, each of which is exponential with mean 1 / V(n)
and variance 1 / [V(n)]2, the prediction is immediate.

The exhaustive variance in Equation 2 is found, be-
cause of independence, to be the sum of the variances of
each successive completion time random variable. At the
jth stage (i.e., when j 2 1 items have been completed),
there are n 2 j + 1 items still being processed, each with
mean rate V(n) and the successive intercompletion times
are independent (Townsend & Ashby, 1983). The inter-
completion time random variable at stage j is exponentially
distributed with a rate (n 2 j 1 1)V(n) (i.e., the sum of the
individual rates due to parallel processing at stage j), mean 1 /
[(n 2 j 1 1)V(n)] and variance 1/[(n 2 j 1 1) V(n)]2.
Then, the overall variance is just the sum over j of the lat-
ter individual variances. The upshot is that the ratio of the
exhaustive-to-self-terminating variances (i.e., Equation 2
divided by Equation 1) increases as a function of n, what-
ever the capacity assumption—that is, whatever the be-
havior of V(n) as n varies!

Of course, if processing is exhaustive even on positive
trials, and the distributions on processing times are the
same on negative and positive trials, the rate of change
of the variance as a function of load will be the same as
claimed by the authors. But, of course, that perpetrates
an unfair comparison, because it is being assumed, in the
serial case, that processing is self-terminating.

What mathematical conditions must be met by paral-
lel models in order to satisfy the claim of Donnelly et al.
(1999), even when processing is self-terminating on pos-
itive trials? This question can be answered by construct-
ing a functional equation that captures the necessary and
sufficient conditions for parallel, self-terminating, and
exhaustive variance functions of display size to possess
equal slopes. For simplicity, assume that processing is
parallel and stochastically independent on the separate
items (the latter assumption is easily dispensed with but
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=
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at the expense of more complexity). Assume also that,
although the negative processing rates (i.e., comparison
of the probe to distractors) are the same in both positive
and negative trials, positive matches can have different
rates (an often made and rather reasonable assumption,
e.g., see, Bamber, 1969; Krueger, 1978; Snodgrass &
Townsend, 1980).

Let Ti stand for the random variable for a negative
match in position i and Zj stand for a positive match in
position j. Then,

gives the required functional relationship that renders the
positive and negative variance slope equal as posited by
Donnelly et al. (1999).2 The three-lined equal sign in
Equation 3 simply indicates that the left side for exhaus-
tive processing has to be equivalent to the right side for
self-terminating processing. Observe that the variance
for a positive trial is the average variance of an individ-
ual positive match, since the different positions can be
associated with different processing rates. It is possible
to write a general integral formula for the exhaustive side
in Equation 3 (see Townsend, 1990a), but it would be of
little assistance without further assumptions. However,
an intuitive version is found with exponential distribu-
tions as we now see.

Suppose all of the negative matches, for a given load,
n, have rate V(n), whereas any positive match takes place
with rate W(n). Then the functional equation established
in Equation 3 becomes Equation 4

As a special case of Equation 4 of some interest, let
V(n) 5 V, a constant, meaning that the model is unlimited
capacity with regard to negative matches (see, e.g., Town-
send & Ashby, 1983, pp. 83-84). Because this model pre-
dicts a relatively rapid increase in variance (though not
so fast as for a standard serial model), it would not be
possible to let the rate for the positive match be constant,
for that would predict a constant variance on positive tri-
als! In fact, it is straightforward to see from Equation 4
that W(n), the positive match rate, must decrease fairly
dramatically—that is, be limited in capacity, as n grows

which means that the positive match rate decreases sig-
nificantly as n increases. It is typically found that positive
matches are faster than negative matches (e.g., Bamber,

1969; Krueger, 1978), but, in principle, positive matches
could be faster than negative but also decrease faster as
a function of load.

In any event, it can be seen from analyses of Equations
3 and 4 that it would be only very special kinds of parallel
models that allow self-termination on positive trials that
would predict equal sloped variance functions.

Before leaving the issue of architecture and variances,
it can well be asked whether there are any invariant char-
acteristics of variances associated with parallel process-
ing. As with means, it appears that, if capacity relations
are not restricted, then virtually anything goes. However,
what about what has been called (in analogy to the stan-
dard serial model, see Note 1) the standard parallel type
of model, in which processing is assumed to be stochas-
tically independent on the various items and capacity is
unlimited? This is the kind of parallel model originally
tested by Sternberg (1966; Townsend, 1972; Townsend
& Ashby, 1983). Unlimited capacity implies that the in-
dividual item distributions are constant over load, n, al-
though they might vary across location or item per se.
The variance statistic from self-terminating trials will then
be constant across load in any such model, itself a read-
ily falsifiable prediction. However, exhaustive variance
behavior is even more interesting.

In general, the processing time variance from exhaus-
tive trials can increase or decrease, and, if the distribution
is symmetric, it appears to always decrease from n 5 1 to
n 5 2 (Townsend, 1990a). The latter study speculates on
the basis of the previous theorem as well as on a number
of examples that exhaustive parallel processing is inclined
to deliver decreases in variance as n increases. Further-
more, symmetric and negatively skewed distributions
seem to offer evidence that variance decreases across n.
In the examples so far, variance has increased with n only
when the distribution was very positively skewed (e.g.,
the exponential distribution).

In addition, a new more powerful mathematical ap-
proach regarding variability based on quantile spread
statistics (Townsend & Colonius, 2001) finds results that
appear broadly compatible with the early results on vari-
ances. That is, exhaustive processing tends to produce
decreases in variability.3 This tendency is specified quan-
titatively. Probability frequency functions (technically,
probability density functions) that are always increasing
and, interestingly, symmetric U-shaped distributions,
must predict decreases in variability as n increases. It ap-
pears that negatively skewed distributions will also largely
evidence decreases in variability with increases in n.4
However, extremely positively skewed distributions, such
as the exponential distribution can predict increases in
quantal range as n increases. While, in principle, unimodal
symmetric frequency functions (i.e., like the normal dis-
tribution) can predict increases, the individual ones we
have probed so far have yielded decreases. A very intrigu-
ing specific distribution, the double exponential distrib-
ution, with cumulative probability function given by
F(x) 5 Exp[2Exp(2x)], turns out to possess just enough
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positive skew to exactly balance the tendency to yield
decreases, which therefore predicts no change of vari-
ability with n at all!

Most psychologists who have been informally inter-
viewed report that they would be surprised to find data
with decreasing RT variance as load n increases. However,
if capacity is unlimited and the channels are independent
(standard parallel processing), this may not be uncommon
behavior. Nevertheless, quantitative investigation of pop-
ular distributions used in RT modeling (e.g., Poisson
counting models, Luce, 1986; Townsend & Ashby, 1983;
or ex-Gaussian, Ratcliff, 1978; or those produced by ran-
dom walk or diffusion models, Link & Heath, 1975; Rat-
cliff, 1978; Smith, 1990) is called for before firm conclu-
sions can be drawn in this regard. In any event, there may
be hope on the horizon for at least separating, through
powerful qualitative tests, certain large classes of standard
parallel models from standard kinds of serial models and
perhaps from less orthodox (e.g., limited capacity and/or
dependent) parallel models as well.

Varying n and Assessing the Stopping Rule
A final matter regards asymmetries in the ways in

which various dependent variables impact different the-
oretical properties. Thus, as indicated earlier, mean RT
slopes (especially slopes of any magnitude greater than
0) are known to be ineffectual with regard to the parallel–
serial distinction, and we have demonstrated RT variances
to also be lacking in this regard. In fascinating contrast,
RT slopes and position effects (RT differences according
to the location of the target item) have been mathemati-
cally demonstrated to be a powerful tool in testing for
self-terminating versus exhaustive processing. The latter
point stresses the value of quantitative meta-theoretical
investigations in not only bringing into question problem-
atic criteria concerning psychological mechanisms but
also their value in substantiating valid criteria.

It required a patient line of theoretical and method-
ological research to first reveal parallel–serial testing di-
lemmas in popular experimental testing paradigms that
later helped lead to more powerful means of performing
experimental tests. A similar kind of effort showed that
the same statistic (i.e., slope of mean RTs as a function
of load, n) that was problematic with regard to the parallel–
serial question, actually provided a strong test in the case
of self-terminating versus exhaustive processing (Town-
send & Ashby, 1983; Townsend & Colonius, 1997; Town-
send & Roos, 1973; Townsend & Van Zandt, 1990; Van
Zandt & Townsend, 1993). Those studies also reveal that
target position effects provide powerful criteria for self-
terminating versus exhaustive processing. Whether slope
of variances and variance as a function of target position
will be equally helpful with respect to the stopping rule
question is as yet undetermined.

Conclusion
The specific lesson here must be that both the mean and

variance are functions not only of architecture but of equal
importance, of capacity and dependence relations, and

that great care must be taken in conclusions regarding
architecture from the data they provide. Nevertheless,
they can and do reduce the class of possible explanatory
models when taken in concert; the story is just not al-
ways quite simple. And, when insufficient care is taken
with regard to the logical structure of model testing re-
lationships, it will be easy to miss the distinction be-
tween valid and invalid test methodologies. The latter is,
as noted above, likely to be found in many areas of cog-
nitive and perceptual psychology that have not been sub-
jected to the intensive meta-theoretical analyses that have
been visited on parallel–serial methodology. This fact
renders the present concerns of general import.
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NOTES

1. It is difficult to make a theoretical point without technical detail, but
since a note of this sort must remain brief, let us just take the standard
serial model as assuming identical, independent probability distribu-
tions on the time for each item to be searched. (An exponential version
of the standard serial model is outlined later in the paper.) This defini-
tion can be generalized but this is sufficient for the present purposes.
(See Townsend & Ashby, 1983, for further detail.)

2. In fact, we make the slightly stronger assumption that the self-
terminating and exhaustive variances are actually equal.

3. We also developed the theory for minimum response time, which,
in parallel processing, is associated with so-called race models. How-
ever, the emphasis in the present paper is on exhaustive and ordinary
self-terminating processing.

4. We are here using the traditional terms of skewness and kurtosis
(just below) to indicate asymmetry and “sharpness” of the frequency
functions. However, our approach employs more powerful definitions of
these concepts than is the case with the somewhat problematic earlier
definitions by Pearson and others (see, e.g., Kendall & Stuart, 1969).

(Manuscript received March 1, 2000;
revision accepted for publication November 22, 2000.)
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